We continue the work hep-th/0411075 considering here the case of degenerate masses. A nonabelian vortex arises in r-vacua upon the breaking by a superpotential for the adjoint field. The holomorphic tension, equal to the dual-quark condensate, is found to be exactly equal to the quark condensate. We explain this equality as a consequence of the invariance of the BPS tension along the Higgs branch. December, 2004 
Introduction
In [1] we studied the tension of vortices in N = 2 SQCD broken to N = 1 by a superpotential W (Φ), in color-flavor locked vacua in the case of non degenerate masses. The tension can be written as a sum of a BPS part plua a non-BPS contribution T = T BP S + T non BP S . The BPS tension is equal to 4π|T | where we called T the holomorphic tension. This is directly related to the central charge of the supersymmetry algebra. Using the tools of the Cachazo-Douglas-Seiberg-Witten [2] solution we computed the holomorphic tension as a holomorphic function of the couplings, the mass and the dynamical scale. A first approximation is given using the generalized Konishi anomaly computing the quark condensate
(1.1)
The full quantum corrections are computed in the strong coupling regime using the factorization equations that relate the N = 2 curve to the N = 1 curve
where D and D are the low energy degrees of freedom (dual-quarks), m is the double root point of the N = 2 Riemann surface
and when m/Λ → 0 also ( m − m)/m → 0.
Here we consider the case of N f flavors with degenerate mass m. There are vacua in the moduli space of the N = 2 theory, where a non abelian group SU(r) ×U(1)
survives in the infrared [3, 4] . In the weak coupling regime (m >> Λ) N f quarks are locked to r colors and if r < N f /2 the nonabelian SU(r) is infrared free and survives at low enegy. The breaking to N = 1 by a soft mass for the adjoint field and the formation of the nonabelian vortex, has been studied in [5] in the weak coupling regime. The condensation of quarks create a nonabelian vortex that confines the massive nonabelian magnetic monopoles [6] . In [7] we studied the same regime but with a generic superpotential and we gave a brane interpretation of these fenomena.
For general value of m the low energy degrees of freedom are the dual-quarks D, D that carries flavor quantum number. If there are at least two flavors with the same mass, at the contrary of (1.3), m = m and so the holomorphic tension and the dualquark condensate are found to be exactly equal to the quark condensate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and we compute the tension in the classical limit. In Section 3 we compute the quark condensate using the generalized Konishi anomalies and than we compute the dualquark condensate using the low energy effective action and the factorization of the curve. In Section 4 we explain the equality as a consequence of the invariance of the BPS tension along the Higgs branch. Finaly we make a conjecture on the extension of our result out of the strong coupling regime. Appendix A is devoted to the explicit construction of the nonabelian vortex and its moduli space.
The Model
Our model is N = 2 U(N c ) gauge theory with N f flavors of mass m, broken to N = 1 by a superpotential for the adjoint field. The Lagrangian is
where the superpotential is
and
3)
The flavor are labeled by the index I = 1, . . . , N f .
The F Q I and F Q I terms set to zero imply that the diagonal elements of φ are equal either to m or to a root of
where
r is the numbers of flavors that are locked to m and must be not greater than the number of flavors, 0 ≤ r ≤ N f . The gauge group is broken by (2.
If r colors and flavors are locked at the same eigenvalue, then in the low energy we have also a massless hypermultiplet in the fundamental of U(r). The condensation of this hypermultiplet breaks the U(r) group and creates a nonabelian vortex that confines nonabelian magnetic monopoles [5, 6] . The F φ term and the D term together yield the potential for the quark fields
where we have suppressed the gauge and flavor indices, which are summed. This may be expressed in a SU(2) R invariant form using the doublet q α = (q, q † ):
An SU(2) R rotation brings the potential to a form with a Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term − d 2 θd 2θ 2vV and no superpotential
where v = |W ′ (m)|. The low energy Lagrangian is thus
The nonabelian BPS vortex is explicitly build in Appendix A where we consider also the possibility that the SU(r) coupling is different from the U(1) coupling. At the end we will find that the tension is T BP S = 4π|W ′ (m)| and so the holomorphic tension is
The Holomorphic Tension
Now we compute the holomorphic tension using the two methods proposed in [1] . The first is to compute the condensate QQ using the solution for the chiral ring provided by the generalized Konishi anomalies. The second is the computation of the massless hypermultiplet condensate in the strong coupling limit.
Anomaly
The generators of the chiral ring of the theory are:
The generalized Konishi anomalies provides a solution for the chiral ring [2] . The anomalies that we need are the following:
The solution of the first equation is
where f (z) is a polynomial of degree k − 1 that depends on the vacuum. By (3.4) we are naturally led to consider the Riemann surface Σ N =1 defined by the equation
This is a double sheeted cover of the complex plane on which R(z) is uniquely defined. We call q and q the two points of Σ N =1 with the same coordinate z = m. For every flavor I we can choose if it is locked (r I = 1) or not (r I = 0) and the vacua will be characterized by r = N f I=1 r I . When r I = 0 M I (z) must be regular in q
When r I = 1 one can find the solution by continuously deforming the theory, in such a way that the pole passes from the second to the first sheet. The solution is:
In the semiclassical limit (m >> Λ) the quarks Q I and Q I are the low energy degrees of freedom that, upon breaking to N = 1, condense and create the vortex. So we expect that the holomorphic tension is approximatively given by their condensate
Using (3.4) and (3.7) one obtains
The surprising thing is that this is the right result and will be confirmed by the strong coupling analysis. There is no mass shift as in [1] .
Strong coupling
The simplest case to consider is k = n = N c − r. To avoid some technicalities we compute the condensate only in this case. The factorization of the Σ N =2 curve gives
See Figure 1 for the case N c = 3 and r = 2. In the low energy we have a N = 2 SU(r) × U(1) × U(1) Nc−r gauge theory with hypermultiplet D, D with charges given in Table 1 . The effective superpotential that breaks to N = 1 is where A's are the chiral superfiels of the N = 2 gauge multiplets. The holomorphic tension is given setting to zero the F A 1 term
while the other F A 's terms give stationary conditions 0 = ∂W ef f ∂A j>1 (3.14)
Writing (3.13) and (3.14) in a matrix form and multiplying by the inverse matrix we obtain: 
where by the Seiberg-Witten solution (see [1] for more details)
thus we recover (3.10).
Summary and Discussion
The interesting result that we have obtained is that the quark condensate is exactly equal to the dual-quark condensate QQ = DD . Higgs branch is parametrized by
where k 1 , . . . , k r are the moduli of the branch. This branch is preserved when the theory is broken to N = 1 but now is parametrized by
The meson condensate is
The flavor symmetry is broken generically to U(N f − 2r) × U(1) r , while at the root of the branch is U(r) × U(N f − r). Now we use the Higgs branch to explain the equality (4.1) (see Figure 2 ). If we move along the branch the holomorphic tension doesn't change. At the root of the branch the low energy degrees of freedom are the dual-quarks and T is given by their condensate DD . If we take k a >> Λ (very high in the Higgs branch), the U(r) gauge group breaks completely at high energy where it is weakly coupled. Thus in this region the holomorphic tension is given by the condensate of the quark QQ . This is consistent with the fact that the two condensates are equal.
The non-BPS contribution to the tension considered in [1] was a consequence of the non vanishing of W ′ ′ and it is not present in the case of linear superpotential or, equivalently, a FI term. This correction was found to be negative. On the Higgs branches there are other two kinds of non-BPS contributions. These contributions are present also if W ′ ′ = 0 and are positives deviations from the central charge bound. The first one (see Ref. [8] ) is due to the fact that, even if the Bogomol'nyi decomposition still works, the BPS equations of motions are not solvable. The second one, studied in [9] , is due to the presence of extra massless scalar fields that aquires an expectation value and create a long tail to the vortex. This is a three dimensional correction to the tension and is proportional to 1/ log L where L is the length of the vortex.
To conclude we make a comment about the strong coupling regime. The computation of the tension in [1] as the dual-quark condensate T = − DD , should be trusted only in the strong coupling regime where the superpotential is a small perturbation of the N = 2 low energy dynamics. Keeping fixed the point in the moduli space and increasing the superpotential, we can reach a limit in which the gauge group is broken at high energy by the quark condensate (much before the adjoint field) and in this case the the tension is given by the quark condensate T = − QQ . We don't know what happens in the middle. For the r-vacua case presented in this paper we believe that something more can be said. The equality (4.1) , and the fact that (3.9) is valid for every value of the superpotential, lead us to conjecture that also the formula for the holomorphic tension (3.10) is valid for every value of the superpotential.
Appendix A Nonabelian Vortex
Now we recall in brief the construction of the nonabelian BPS vortex. The Lagrangian is SU(n c ) × U(1) (in general with different couplings), plus a charged scalar field in the r, 1 and the BPS potential
(A.1) When g na = g the potential is equal to (2.8).
The potential is minimized when
This VEV breaks the flavor symmetry of the Lagrangian
The BPS tension is a boundary term
To build the vortex configuration we embed the ordinary U(1) vortex in this theory. where q 1 (r), q 2 (r), f (r) and f na (r) are some profile functions that satisfy the boundary conditions q 1 (0) = f (0) = f na (0) = 0, q 1 (∞) = q 2 (∞) = 1 and f (∞) = f na (∞) = 1/n c . The r independent vortices constructed this way are degenerate with tension
The vortex solution (A.6) classically breaks the residual global symmetry (A.4) to U(1) × U(n c − 1). This leads to the existence of a moduli space.
the moduli space is:
When n f > n c other zero modes are present in our theory. Hanany and Tong [8] have found that among the classical solutions for n f > n c are semi-local vortices.
